
BBRRAAKKEE DDIISSCCSS:: RREEPPLLAACCEE OORR RREEPPAAIIRR??

By testing the TD502 on-the-truck disc lathe we, as “Comec” company, carried out a

detailed study in collaboration with our english partner Dynastat trying to answer the

difficult question, that is, if it is more economic advantageous to replace or repair a brake

disc.

Referring to approximate values of

the average market prices, we tried

to estimate the costs of a car repair

shop when it has to replace the

brake discs on one axle of a truck.

Than, we calculated the costs that

are to be incurred in case of lathing

discs, which are mounted directly

on the axle, by using the Comec

TD502 on-the-truck disc lathe.

The results of this study surprised

us but also other experts.

Now we are going to analyze the

data we obtained trying to come to

a conclusion.

Data are provided in the table and

graph below.

The histograms graph above clearly shows costs and savings between the two types ofoperation

* The amounts are referred to an approximative average ofmarket values
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The graph shows clearly that lathing is

extremely cheaper than replacing.

As a matter of fact, this can mean a saving

of up to 93%, as shown in the graph.

I f we analyze in detai l the single items, the

two most surprising data are the saving in

the purchase of new discs and especial ly the

considerable reduction in working time.

The reason is because both disassembly

and reassembly are no more necessary.

Another test we carried out refers to the

change of braking pads without replacing the

disc. The two variables taken into account

are therefore the replacement of the pads

mounted on used discs, reconditioned or

not.

Often, especial ly during periodic vehicle

inspections, some mechanics tend to

replace only the brake pads without caring

about the disc condition.

Now we analyze in detai l the advantages

and disadvantages of both operations.

TTHHEE AADDVVAANNTTAAGGEE OOFF LLAATTHHIINNGG DDUURRIINNGG PPEERRIIOODDIICC VVEEHHIICCLLEE IINNSSPPEECCTTIIOONN

I t was also proved that, during the periodic

vehicle inspection, new pads on old discs

rarely pass the instantaneous braking test,

while new pads on rectified discs usually

pass the test every time.

Thanks to the comparison of objective data,

we believe we clarify the pros and cons of

lathing a disc rather than replacing it. I f you

would l ike to let us know your opinion about

this issue or share your personal experience

with us, do not hesitate to email us at

comec@comecpn.com or visit our website

www.comecpn.com.
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